SECOND SKIN

by ALLURE

get the LOOK & FIT without the Latex

VOL17-3
OPEN BUST ZIPPERED TEDDY
4-1707 | S/M - L/XL

SASSY OPEN FRONT JUMPER
10-1707 | S/M - L/XL

ALMOST TOPLESS COLLARED ROMPER
10-1807 | S/M - L/XL

PEEP SHOW OPEN CUP CORSET
11-1707 | S/M - L/XL
RED PASSION HALTER TEDDY
4-1007 | S/M - L/XL

STRAPLESS PEPLUM TOP
5-1007 | S/M - L/XL

BLAZING PEPLUM TOP
5-2007 | S/M - L/XL

STRAPLESS CROP TOP
5-3007 | S/M - L/XL
SKIN TIGHT HOODED JUMPER
10-2007 | S/M - L/XL

WHIPLASH CATSUIT
10-3007 | S/M - L/XL

SEDUCTIVELY RED CATSUIT
10-4007 | S/M - L/XL

SKIN TIGHT PENCIL SKIRT
13-3007 | S/M - L/XL
RED HOT SHORT SHORTS
15-3007 | S/M - L/XL

SEXY SKIN SKETCH PANTS
16-1007 | S/M - L/XL

TANK FLARE DRESS
17-3007 | S/M - L/XL

SENSUAL OFF SHOULDER DRESS
17-4007 | S/M - L/XL